Taking
to the

SKIES

Canaan Valley is no stranger
to birds, but now it’s welcoming
ﬂyers of a human variety.
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For paragliding pilots, nothing compares to the thrill of
sailing over hilltops and trees.

B

irds make flight seem majestic.
They swoop and soar over
valleys with the wind in their
feathers and sun on their backs.
Yet, for humans, most of
our experiences with flight
are less grandiose. It’s difficult
to conjure a sense of wonder
crammed in the middle seat of a giant metal
tube, unsuccessfully trying to drown out the
engine’s thrum with an in-flight movie.
But some daredevils in the Canaan Valley have
found an alternative way to take to the skies—
one that doesn’t require an engine, checked
baggage, or even a ticket. And it’s significantly
more majestic than flying coach.
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Gliding in Canaan Valley
Picture a parachute. Now, stretch that mental
image until the circular chute becomes a long
cigar shape. That’s a paragliding wing. A pilot,
suspended in a harness, maneuvers the wing by
tugging on lines and shifting her body weight.
If the conditions are right, she can stay afloat for
hours at a time.
Paragliding as a recreational activity
didn’t gain momentum until the 1970s and
’80s. Credit is commonly given to mountain
climbers who wanted an easier way to descend
from climbs. The sport is not to be confused
with hang gliding, which employs a v-shaped
wing with a rigid metal frame, the equipment
typically weighing more than 45 pounds. A
paraglider’s elliptical wing does not have a hard
frame and all of the gear usually tops out around
30 pounds. This means a pilot can hike to
remote launch sites with everything stuffed into
a backpack.
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Tucker County resident Ben Herrick first caught wind
of paragliding from his wife L.E., and the couple now
travels internationally to paraglide. But they’ve also been
instrumental in creating a launch site closer to home, one
that’s been more than a decade in the making.
Weiss Knob at Canaan Valley Resort State Park overlooks
the Red Creek Valley and faces into prevailing winds. At
more than 4,000 feet in elevation, the mountain is attractive
to East Coast paragliding pilots who often have to make do
with the rolling hills of the Appalachian mountains instead
of the much steeper crags found in paragliding hotspots like
the Rockies or the Alps. “No one ever got hurt crashing into
the sky. It’s hitting the ground that does it,” Ben Herrick
says. “If you have more distance from top to bottom, that
gives you more opportunity to safely fly around.”
In 2001, the Herricks approached Canaan Valley
Resort State Park about creating a paragliding launch
site. The park agreed to look into it, but the journey
was far from smooth sailing. First came a several-yearlong investigation into the possibility of disrupting
a threatened salamander species. Next they needed
permission to chop down trees. Fellow paragliding pilot
Dwayne McCourt helped find a licensed logger to clear
the area. Then, after the trees were gone, the site still had
to be cleared of stumps, roots, and anything that could
trip up a paragliding pilot.
When the site finally opened in 2016, the turbulence
along the way was worth it. “Before we put in a launch,
there really wasn’t any viewshed in the Canaan Valley
looking south,” Herrick says. “When we first cut out the
trees, we said, ‘Wow, it’s drop dead gorgeous.’”
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The site is accessible by the resort’s chair lift,
meaning pilots and park-goers alike can journey up to
either take flight or simply take in the view.
West Virginian paragliding pilot Ron Hott hasn’t
launched yet from the new site, but he’s looking
forward to the possibility. “I can’t say enough good
about what Ben and L.E. have done,” he says. Herrick
also gives a nod to Canaan Valley Resort State Park.
“They took a chance on us, and we’re glad it worked
out,” he says.

Learning to Fly
McCourt first started paragliding in the early 1990s.
At the time, he was looking for a course in hang
gliding, an interest he’d picked up years prior. His
plans took a nosedive when he couldn’t find the address
or contact information for a hang gliding school. But
he happened to grab a magazine, and inside was a story
about paragliding as well as advertisements for used
paragliding equipment.
McCourt bought paragliding gear and started
practicing on hills created by strip mines. “I marvel at
the thought that something can fly that rolls up to the
size of a sleeping bag,” he says. For McCourt, airplanes
can’t compare to the thrill of paragliding. “Whenever
your feet leave the ground, everything that’s been
weighing you down all day disappears.”
Unlike fly fishing or golf, paragliding isn’t a do-ityourself sport. Beginners have to find an experienced
instructor and get familiar with the equipment. Next
comes ground handling techniques. “Kiting” is where
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Rising columns
of air called
thermals keep
pilots ﬂying for
hours at a time.

Paragliding pilot Ron Hott hikes with his gear near Brasov, Romania.

you let the wing inflate over your head as you control
it from the ground, just like a conventional kite. This
isn’t as simple as flying one of the plastic triangles
you remember from childhood though. Kiting with a
paraglider can be frustrating as you learn how it acts in
and reacts to the wind.
When beginners are ready to catch wind, they launch
from bunny hills and fly for minutes at a time to get
comfortable with being off the ground. “Your first flight,
you have tunnel vision because you’re just so focused,”
Hott says. “That initial feeling of the wing picking you
up off the ground is indescribable.”
To land, a pilot turns into the wind. Pulling on brake
cords flares the wing to decrease the rate of descent.
A perfect landing can be effortless, just like gently
touching down on the grass. If the wind direction
changes, however, you could find yourself tripping
or landing on your rear end. “Sometimes it can be
funny, sometimes it can be ugly. It just depends on the
conditions,” Hott says. “I’ve done both.”
It turns out mountains aren’t a strict requirement for
paragliding. More advanced pilots can take Simulated
Incident in Vol (SIV) courses—“vol” is French for
“flight”—to practice recovering from potentially
dangerous situations that may occur. These courses
occur over water, and pilots are towed behind boats
until they achieve the desired height. An instructor
then radios what to do in order to simulate dangerous
conditions, such as if the glider were to collapse, stall,
or spiral.
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Waiting for Magic
Sometimes paragliding turns into “para-waiting.” Even
after checking the weather conditions and hiking or
driving up a hillside, a thunderstorm might roll in. Or the
winds grow too strong. Everything about this sport relies
on the weather, so prospective paragliding pilots need to
become amateur meteorologists. An ideal day for flying
is one that’s sunny with relatively light winds. If the blue
sky is dotted with a few fluffy clouds, all the better.
The secret to staying afloat for two or three hours at a
time is thermals, which are currents of air rising from the
ground. When the thermals condense, they form cumulus
clouds, which can help pilots see where the thermals are
located. If you’ve ever seen a bird soaring high above in a
tight circle, it is probably riding a thermal.
Rainy weather grounded many of the flights at
Canaan in 2018, but coming years promise more
opportunities to soar. The beauty of paragliding
is that even the waiting can be worthwhile. The
sport practically necessitates winding up on top of a
mountain, often in a remote part of the globe. And
really, there are worse ways to spend an afternoon

than sitting in nature, nestled amongst the trees and
overlooking a tranquil valley.
The finicky weather of the eastern United States means
the region has a relatively minute group of paragliding
pilots compared to the country as a whole. As a
result, the community is tight-knit. McCourt still
remembers when he first met Ben and L.E. Herrick
in 1995. “I was amazed there were real people east of
the Mississippi who knew how to paraglide,” he says.
“We’ve been friends ever since.”
Dangling thousands of feet from the ground, held
aloft only by a wing that seems little more than a
swath of fabric, might seem like a death wish. But
Herrick, Hott, and McCourt say paragliding is as
safe or hazardous as you want it to be. Herrick says
people do need to be smart about choosing whether to
launch or not. Flying on sunny, calm days is relatively
safe, but taking off into high-wind, violent weather
increases the likelihood of getting injured.
Being a skilled pilot doesn’t require being the
burliest, biggest athlete. “If you can jump from a fullsized truck’s tailgate without hurting anything, you
can paraglide,” McCourt says, who taught paragliding
until 2010. The key is remaining focused and alert.
McCourt made sure newbie paragliders understood
they have to be responsible and judge the conditions
relative to their own abilities. He says it’s the people
who feel like they absolutely must fly, no matter what,
that become statistics.
Another common hesitation is fear of heights. In
reality, it’s not so much the fear of heights that keep
people grounded, but the fear of falling. “I have a hard
time standing close to the edge of a cliff or on top of
a tall building that doesn’t have a substantial barrier
around it,” Hott says, “but I’ll hang from a wing all
day long and not give it much of a thought.”
Ultimately, being able to soar above mountains and
valleys outweighs the risks for paragliding pilots. A
particularly memorable flight for Herrick happened
in Alaska when he rode a thermal wingtip to wingtip
with an eagle. But every flight is just as enchanting.
“You go running up, and all of a sudden your feet
leave the ground,” Herrick says. “You never get used
to that feeling. It’s magic every time.” w
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